





































Table 7 Biases in RT-PPP ZTD solutions to IGFT 
Solution Mean [cm] STD [cm] RMS [cm] 
BN01 3.17 4.61 6.04 
BN02 0.46 2.72 2.92 
PWFL 6.81 2.42 14.96 
GN01 1.16 0.82 1.43 
























































































































































































































































































































Figure 6. Power spectra of position time series stacked from 161 global set of stations from a repro2 solution
by the university of Luxembourg as a contribution to TIGA. The solution is created in a double differenced
network strategy using GPS-only COD products. The spectra is computed and stacked for the same stations
but for different periods (2003-2011, 2004-2012, 2005-2013, 2006-2014, 2007-2015 – see color codes). The
power spectra of the solutions have been shifted along the vertical axis for clarity. The vertical lines are as
described in Figure 5.
161	sta$ons	
Stacked	Spectra	of	Coordinate	Time	
Series,	GLONASS-only	
Approach	
•  PPP	solu$on	based	on	GLONASS-only	
products	from	ESA	
•  Spectra	of	coordinates	for	all	sta$ons,	
stacked	and	smoothed	
Main	features	
•  Draconi$c	and	its	harmonics	
•  Elevated	3rd	draconi$c	(~120-day	period)	
•  8-day	period	and	its	harmonics	(very	clear)	
•  Fortnightly	signal	doesn’t	exist	
–  Due	to	Shallow	resonance	of	GLONASS?	
–  Absorp$on	eﬀect?	
•  Why	is	there	a	series	of	spikes	in	the	8-day	
period	and	its	harmonics?	
32	sta$ons	
Does	the	GLONASS	Constella$on	Gap	
Contribute	to	the	Powers?	
•  GLONASS-Constella$on	was	incomplete	before	October	2011:	16	satellite	
2008-2010;	20	satellites	2010-2011.	
•  The	gap	contribu$ng	to	the	powers	on	some	of	the	frequencies?	
•  Compare	power	spectra	before	and	a^er	the	constella$on	is	complete	
•  Unfair	comparison	due	to	equipment	changes,	data	gaps	and	orbit	accuracy	
diﬀerences	
•  Three	GLONASS-only	PPP	SoluDons	for	2012-2015	with	24,	20	and	16	satellites	
using	ESA	products	
•  All	solu$ons	with	the	same	sewngs	and	models	except	for	the	number	of	satellites	
Stacked	spectra	of	Coordinate	Time	Series	for	Solu$ons	
with:	16,	20	and	24	Satellites	
Smoothed	and	normalized	to	the	same	scale	(zoomed	Figure	on	high	freq.)	
	
Main	Results	
•  The	8-day	period	and	its	harmonics	(4	and		2.67	day	periods)	are	most	aﬀected	
•  The	7.8-day	period	shows	liqle	varia$on	compared	to	the	periods	at	8	days	
•  The	constella$on	gap	highly	contributes	to	the	4-day	and	2.67-day	periods	
•  The	~120-day	period	also	aﬀected	(23%	reduc$on	using	24	satellites	compared	to	16)	
•  The	signals	are	not	fully	gone	with	the	full	constella$on	but	highly	reduced	
Combined	GPS	+	GLONASS	Solu$on	
Approach	
•  PPP	solu$ons	based	on	GPS+GLONASS	
products	from	ESA	
•  Spectra	of	coordinates	for	all	sta$ons,	
stacked	and	smoothed	
Main	features	
•  Power	reduc$on,	nearly	all	frequencies	
•  GLONASS	is	more	beneﬁted	
•  The	reason	for	reduced	power	of	
fortnightly	for	CODE,	ESA	in	repro2	
•  The	diﬀerences	reveal	the	eﬀects	of	the	obstruc$ons	
•  The	simulated	obstruc$ons	cause	10-25	%	of	missing	data	
(moderate	to	severe	eﬀects)	
Mul$-GNSS	at	Sta$ons	with	
Signal	Obstruc$ons?	
•  Signal	Obstruc$ons	
simulated	in	North	–	
South	–	East	–	West	
direc$ons	
•  PPP	solu$ons	computed	
with	and	without	
obstruc$ons	
•  Diﬀerences	in	the	
parameter	es$mates	
computed	
–  Sta$on	coordinates	
–  Troposphere	
parameters	
–  Receiver	clock	
correc$ons	
Eﬀects	of	Signal	Obstruc$ons	
Data	Missing	
•  La$tude-dependency	eﬀects	from	
North	and	South	obstruc$ons	
scenarios	
•  10-25%	of	missing	data	
Up	component	
•  La$tude-dependency	eﬀects	from	
North	and	South	obstruc$ons	
scenarios	
•  Beneﬁts	from	the	combined	solu$on	
with	lower	RMS	
ZTD	
•  Similar	feature	as	Up	component	
•  Correla$on	with	the	Up	component	
•  Beneﬁts	from	the	combined	solu$on	
with	lower	RMS	
Receiver	CLK	
•  Less	dependent	on	la$tude	
•  Less	aﬀected	
GPS-only	 GPS+GLONASS	
WRMS	Improvements	for	GPS+GLONASS	Solu$ons	
•  Beneﬁts	of	GPS+GLONASS	solu$on	for	sta$ons	
with	both	clear	and	obstructed	scenarios	
– Obstructed	sta$ons	show	larger	improvements	
–  Improvements	increase	for	more	severe	
obstruc$ons	
10-25	%	missing	data	 27-42	%	missing	data	
Long-term	Time	Series	&	Rate	Eﬀects	
Up	coordinate	diﬀerences	
•  Less	scaqer	for	the	combined	solu$on	
Up	rate	diﬀerences	
•  Range	between	0.02	to	0.6	mm/yr	are	
evident	for	series	of	7	years	
•  Reach	1-2	mm/yr	for	more	severe	
obstruc$ons	(not	shown)	
•  Are	large	over	short	periods	and	
combined	solu$on	is	more	beneﬁcial	
Up	rate	diﬀerences	
GPS-only	 GPS+GLONASS	
Up	coordinate	diﬀerences	
Conclusions	
•  In	general	GNSS	solu$ons	beneﬁt	from	the	larger	
number	of	observa$ons	and	improved	geometry	of	
mul$-GNSS	
•  For	real-$me	PPP,	resolving	the	integer	ambigui$es	
and	the	use	of	mul$-GNSS	reduce	the	ini$aliza$on/
re-ini$aliza$on	$mes,	should	improve	accuracy	and	
add	robustness	to	the	solu$ons	
•  For	long-term	monitoring,	mul$-GNSS	reduces	
GNSS-speciﬁc	technical	signals,	helps	our	
understanding	of	various	biases	and	their	sources,	
while	they	also	provide	some	remedy	for	sta$ons	
with	strong-geometry	eﬀects	(mul$path	and	
obstruc$ons)	
Thank	you	for	your	aqen$on!	
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